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Allowing Your Bones to Move-Finding the

“Glide”
One of my biggest “Ahas” in the last couple of years, exploring
Connected Riding ideas when I am working on my own, has been what I
call the “Glide”.
This gliding sensation is felt in our “crease” area at the front of our hip
joints, when we are in Neutral torso/pelvis.
This motion is a backward /upward glide that occurs as the horse lifts
our thighs alternately in movement.
Bracing is a reflex in all of us when we make any effort (physical and
often mental!).
The front of our hip joints is one area that many of us commonly brace
during effort.
Being aware of the crease area and noticing the gliding movement seems
to often keep that bracing from occurring.
Here are a few examples of when I have found this gliding idea useful:
1) Explore allowing this gliding motion as you use your “come on legs”.
You may find it makes them easier to do and felt more clearly by the
horse.
2) Next time you self check for neutral pelvis on the mane, saddle etc.
ask yourself if you are releasing in the front of your hip. Just thinking a

backward release in this area can unlock the bracing. You will settle in
to neutral more easily when you are releasing there.
3) I have discovered if I slow the “glide” I can often slow or stop my
horse.
4) If I am riding a stuck horse it is extremely helpful to stay free and
glide in my creases, as I playfully apply come on legs.
Doing this overrides my tendency to brace and push when horses are
“sticky”. As we know, when we stop bracing the horse can move
forward with more ease.
5) If you are Rotating right, allow a deeper glide in your right crease
area. Do the opposite when Rotating left.
This will help ensure you are not twisting at the waist, but rather rotating
your entire torso from the bottom up.
This Rotation will be felt very clearly by the horse.
6) Although you need to be in a neutral pelvis to feel this gliding
sensation, if you are aware of the gliding sensation it seems to recycle
you back into neutral pelvis in times of stress.

—————————————————————

Ideas to help find the sensation of the “Glide” that I learned from Peggy:
Come to the edge of a firm chair.
Self check your Neutral alignment with a press on something.
Then visualize your thigh bones as being wooden matchsticks.
You are going to turn on just enough muscle to be able to move your
“match stick thigh” straight back slightly, feeling it glide back in to your
crease area.
Relax that leg and do the same with your other thigh.
Explore doing this tiny backward glide alternately with your “match
stick thighs”.
This is similar to the gliding sensation the horse will make in you, with
their movement as they lift your thighs.

It is also similar to that same gliding sensation you will make or
accentuate with your come on legs and the other ideas I mentioned
above.

————————————————————————

As teachers, we are always looking for new ways to help clarify ideas
for our students.
I have been having a lot of fun watching students success with this
simple awareness idea.
I have also really enjoyed the success it has given me, applying it to my
own riding in Connection.
I hope you have fun and success with it too!
Happy Connected Riding!
Peggy Cummings
www.connectedriding.com

